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Stata tip 42: The overlay problem: Oﬀset for clarity
James Cui
Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine
Monash University
Melbourne, Australia
james.cui@med.monash.edu.au
A common graphical problem often arises when one graph axis shows a discrete scale
and the other shows a continuous scale. The discrete scale could, for example, represent
distinct categories or a series of times at which data were observed. If we want to show
several quantities on the continuous axis, matters may easily become confused—and
confusing—when some of those quantities are close, especially if they are shown as
conﬁdence or other intervals. One answer to this overlap problem is to oﬀset for clarity.
For example, in longitudinal studies, we often need to draw the mean response
and 95% conﬁdence intervals of a continuous variable for several categories over the
follow-up period. However, the conﬁdence intervals can overlap if the diﬀerence between the mean responses is small. Consider an example closely based on one in
Rabe-Hesketh and Everitt (2004, 144–166). Mean and standard deviation of depression
score, dep and sddep, have been calculated for each of ﬁve visits and two treatment
groups, visit and group. The number of subjects in each combination of visit and
group is also given as n, so that approximate √
95% conﬁdence limits high and low can
be based on twice the standard error, sddep / n. See table 1.

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of depression score over visit
visit

group

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5

Placebo
Estrogen
Placebo
Estrogen
Placebo
Estrogen
Placebo
Estrogen
Placebo
Estrogen

dep

sddep

n

high

low

16.48
13.37
15.89
11.74
14.13
9.13
12.27
8.83
11.40
7.31

5.28
5.56
6.12
6.58
4.97
5.48
5.85
4.67
4.44
5.74

27
34
22
31
17
29
17
28
17
28

18.51
15.28
18.50
14.10
16.54
11.17
15.11
10.60
13.55
9.48

14.45
11.46
13.28
9.38
11.72
7.09
9.43
7.06
9.25
5.14

To plot these results, we ﬁrst use clonevar to make a copy of visit as x: that
way, x inherits format and value labels as well as values from visit, not important
here but useful in other problems. We copy so that the original visit remains unchanged. Adding and subtracting a small value depending on group oﬀsets the two
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groups. Clearly, the value here, 0.05, can be varied according to taste. If there had
been three groups, we could have left one where it was and moved the other two. Because the number of groups is either even or odd, a symmetric placement around integer
values on the discrete axis can thus be achieved either way.

20

. use depression
. clonevar x = visit
. replace x = cond(group == "Placebo", x - 0.05, x + 0.05)
x was byte now float
(10 real changes made)
. twoway (connected dep x if group == "Placebo", lpattern(solid) msymbol(D))
>
(connected dep x if group == "Estrogen", lpattern(dash) msymbol(S))
>
(rcap high low x if group == "Placebo")
>
(rcap high low x if group == "Estrogen")
>
, xlabel(1 2 3 4 5) ylab(5(5)20, format(%5.0f))
>
xtitle("Visit") ytitle("Depression score")
>
legend(pos(1) ring(0) col(1) order(1 "Placebo" 2 "Estrogen"))
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Figure 1: Mean depression score and 95% conﬁdence intervals over visit
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